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This study was made at the request of Reactor Modification Design Unit which is
preparing Project CGI-8_ for modification of the IO0-K main coolant pumps. The ,,
purpose was to evaluate how much emergency water would beneeded for prevention
of excessive ware2 and fuel temperatures when pump failure occurs.

Intersection of this demand curve with the actual pump supply curve indicates when
emergency water must be introduced to hold temperature.s down. The amount of water
needed from the new source is the difference between the curves.

SUMMARY
,,,,

Figure 2 is a plot of the demand curve determined by this study. Superimposed
on the plot is a 5-set, modified pump decay curve furnished by Reactor Modification
Design. The plot shows that 20,000 gpm emergency flow would be required within B2
seconds of complete pump power failure. Principal bases for the dema_d curve are:

1. Constant bulk inlet temperature = 2"C;

2. Constant bulk outlet temperature - 9YC;

3. K-3_ I&E fuel elements;

4. Initial reactor flow - 188,000 gpm from which reactor power = 4616
at time zero.

DISCUSSION

The study was be6_n by deriving a "neutral" radius within the I&E element which
could then be treated as an insulated boundary - dividing the fuel element into

two concentric "lumps" insulated from each o_er. _b further simplify the problem,
water temperatures in the central hole and outer cooling _lllus were assumed equal.
Characterizing each lump by a single te=perature_ expressions were then derived

for (Tlump - Tvater) as a function of tiue after scram. A similar expression was
develope_ for the moderator - treating it as a single, homogeneous lump. Assuming
resistances and water temperatures to remain constant with time and heat generation
to be uniform, the transient heat ousts were calculated and added together. Using
the heat output totals, the water quantities needed to maintain constant 95°C bulk
outlet temperature at different times were calculated whic_ gives the demand curve.

i. Derivation of Neutral Radius (rn) I'__,_

a. First expression for Q ratio

l_t 6 ,, heat _.neration intensity - BtU

hr-ft3 I _1_
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Taking an energy balance,

qr ._ dr" qr+ (z_r) drL
dr

dr

Taking the rate equation,

q : - k L I z"

dq=dr -k (R/'_L) [r _=_d2t. _---(2) ___J"

Substituting (2) into (1), rearranging
and integrating

t.-_ _ +cllnr+cz .... (3)K

when r - ri, t - ti

r - rn, dt = 0 (insulated boundary condition)
dr

_t follows that,

k(T-_i)- _2 Znr -

where r = rn and path length is divided by _ due to average
generation assumption. Whence,

2

k (Ti " Tn) - qi (i/2 - rn in r_n) .... (4)

2-_ r2n - r_ r i

Similarly for outer part,

k (Tn -To) = -----q°(1/2- rn2 in __rn) ..... (5)

27rL r2o " _ r°



rn --- (6)i ill

¢1/2 r_ _ rn)

b. Second.Expression for _ Ratio

dr_. - " _ri * C1 .... from one step in derivation of (3)

_i 2--F r_

Substituting dt into the rate equation (q . - k (2_r) L dt gives,

fqi " - k 2"Y r i L rn i ..... (7)

Similarly for outer part,

qo "'k 2T r o L r n 1 ......... (8)
ro

solving tot q_ _rom(7) an_(8),
%

% , L 2K ,, ri "_J

-K 2_:,o'. i__-
ro

Simplifying

2 . r12ql . rn ..................(9)
qo _._

n o

We now have two expressions for ql _nlch ve can equate ((9) and (6)) e

%
Simplifying leads to a solvable expression for rn:



2 ......2

r o - r i

rn - __
21nrt

Fr_n the K'3 fuel eleMnt dimensions

r o = .685 inches

r i = .2455 inches,

r o vu found to be = ._ inches.

Nomenclature above is as usually defined for heat transfer york;

r = radius

k = thermal conductivity, etc. (= assumed constant through
fuel element)

2. Derivation of Transient Temperature Expressions for the Fuel El eaen t and,,Graphite

Energy Balance

E = uniformly generated energM in Btu/hr-l_.

C = heat capacity in Btu/'F/ft. ,

q = heat going to sink in Btu/hr-ft.

R = over-all heat transfer resistance in hr-eF-ft./Btu

0 = time in hours

T = characteristic lump temperature in "F

T = water temperature in "Fw

heat in = heat out + accus_Alation

Ei = qi + C -.-dti ...................(i0)
de

Rate Equation

ql " L (Ti - T_) ............... (_)
Ri

Comblnlns (I0) and (Ii), and rearranslng,

Ri Ci
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This is a linear, first order differential which solves to

Ti " To = C1 • * • d e •

evaluating c 1 when time = e and T_ = (Ti) e

I ?']- ogives C1 = (Ti)e Tv • - •
e

for any time @ + £e (after simplifying) therefore;

- = - • de

Now choosing small enough tie increments so that average E values may _e

used,

E ] "RICi

(_i " _._)__e _ C_i" T_)e " Bi _l • . a__ ...... C_}

An identical e_ression can be wltten for the outer p_

(To- %)e._o " _o" %)0"_o_o ° _Co, Ro_o....... (13)

80 also for the graphite lump,

(T_- TW)o,_xo: Tg- Tw)o - R_ • ascg, asgg ......... (14)

Resistance values for each fuel element lump and the graphite were determined
from estimates of their operating temperatures at the power level chosen for
this study and the steady state heat generations. Heat capacity values were
estimated from data in Bonilla, "Nuclear En@ineering". Usin6 these numbers
together with heat 6eneration data ex_lained below, and appropriate time
incremen_s, the equations were evaluated over the time period shown on Figure
1.

Since the lump reei6_ances were assumed to be constants over the time interval,
divi,_lng the =sietances into the d T values determined above _ave the total
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i

heat going to sink for each lump, i.e.:

ax a

assuming th_n that C_ - 1.0 for water and usln 6 the previ_sly stated criterion
that bulk outlet te_erature minus bulk inlet temperature will be arbitrarily
held constant (9YC - 2"C - 93"C), the water required at various times was

evaluated. This gave the demand curve shown on Figure 1.

3. Heat Generation Data

The dec_y of flux following reactor scram was obtained from estimates by
D. L Condotta for K-reactor. Transient fission product decay heat was obtained
from H_-33_0, "Heat Generation and Total Heat Output from the P_e After
Shutdown", by 8. 8. Jones. The flux decay data included the estimated delay
time for rods to enter the active zone upon initiation of the scram signal.
A delay time of 0.3 seconds for signals to reach the scram circuit was also
added in.

The split of fisblon and fission product de_ay heat was estimated and used
as follows:

salon Heat (94_) Fission Product Decay

fuel tutes _phite __at (6%),_aphite

Note

A transient temperature computer solution for an I&g element is apparently
not available. Such a program is desirable and if time permtts_ it is
recommended that a code be developed and applied to this problem since the
solution herein is admittedly simplified.
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